D emocracy requires an informed electorate. However, some technological advances change how information flows through society, with serious consequences for the democratic process. On page 117, Stewart et al. 1 use experiments and computational models to uncover a previously unrecognized obstacle to democratic decision-making. When social networks become primary conduits of information, the pattern of network connections influences what voters believe about others' voting intentions. This influence matters, because people shift their own perspectives and voting strategies in response, either through behavioural spread known as social contagion 2 or on the basis of strategic considerations.
The Internet has erased geographical barriers and allowed people across the globe to interact in real time around their common interests. But social media is starting to compete with, or even replace, nationally visible conversations in print and on broadcast media with ad libitum, personalized discourse on virtual social networks 3 . Instead of broadening their spheres of association, people gravitate towards interactions with ideologically aligned content and similarly minded individuals. Portions of a social network can thus turn into 'filter bubbles' 4 , in which individuals see only an algorithmically curated subset of the larger conversation. Filter bubbles reinforce political views, or even make them more extreme, and drive political polarization. Stewart and colleagues now describe a related, but distinct, way in which social-network structure can affect voting behaviour.
The authors examined situations in which two groups of individuals struggle over a contentious decision, under the spectre of gridlock. They developed a model of voter choice based on game theory -a theoretical framework for analysing strategic behaviour. They tested this model with 2,520 real people playing an online game in groups of 12. The model and the experiment shared the same rules: each individual had a preferred outcome, but all individuals preferred consensus, even on the less favoured outcome, to inaction.
Such scenarios are common. For example, in the case of the US government budget process, failure to pass a budget results in a harmful government shutdown. To avoid gridlock, it might make sense to vote against one's preferred option, particularly as the threat of gridlock increases and the chance of winning declines. Therefore, avoiding gridlock requires information about how others will vote.
Stewart et al. envisage such information as being obtained through connections in a social network. In a 'fair' network, most people receive an accurate picture through their contacts about how others will vote. However, Stewart et al. discovered that, even without changing the number of connections that each individual has, networks can be rewired in ways that lead some individuals to reach misleading conclusions about community preferences. Ultimately, these misperceptions can even sway the course of an election. In this process, which the authors dub information gerrymandering, a network is arranged such that the members of one group waste their influence on like-minded individuals.
In geographical gerrymandering, the borders of voting districts are drawn so as to concentrate voters from the opposition party into one or a few districts, leaving the voters for the gerrymandering party in a numerical majority elsewhere 5 . In information gerrymandering, the way in which voters are concentrated into districts is not what matters; rather, it is the way in which the connections between them are arranged ( Fig. 1 ). Nevertheless, like geographical gerrymandering, information gerrymandering threatens ideas about proportional representation in a democracy.
In Stewart and colleagues' model, gridlock is assumed to be both likely and undesirable. It is unclear whether these assumptions apply in larger-scale decision processes such as national elections -in which gridlock is either extremely unlikely or impossible. However, these assumptions will often apply in other types of collective decision process, including those that transpire in boardrooms, among juries and through the halls of the US Congress. Indeed, the authors find evidence of information gerrymandering in the voting patterns of US and European Union congressional bodies, as well as in data from the US federal elections.
The assumption that gridlock is likely but undesirable does not apply to certain highly polarized debates in which opinions are strongly divided (for example, issues such as abortion, immigration, ethnic nationalism and the rights of people from sexual and gender minorities). In such cases, it might be that both SOCIAL SCIENCE
Gerrymandering in social networks
An analysis shows that information flow between individuals in a social network can be 'gerrymandered' to skew perceptions of how others in the community will vote -which can alter the outcomes of elections. See Letter p.117 In these social networks, ten individuals favour orange and eight favour blue. Each individual has four reciprocal social connections. a, In this random network, eight individuals correctly infer from their contacts' preferences that orange is more popular, eight infer a draw and only two incorrectly infer that blue is more popular. b, When individuals largely interact with like-minded individuals, filter bubbles arise in which all individuals believe that their party is the most popular. Voting gridlock is more likely in such situations, because no one recognizes a need to compromise. c, Stewart et al. describe 'information gerrymandering' , in which the network structure skews voters' perceptions about others' preferences. Here, two-thirds of voters mistakenly infer that blue is more popular. This is because blue proponents strategically influence a small number of orange-preferring individuals, whereas orange proponents squander their influence on like-minded individuals who have exclusively orange-preferring contacts, or on blue-preferring individuals who have enough blue-preferring contacts to remain unswayed. sides would sooner see Solomon split the baby -that is, suffer a devastating deadlock -than concede. Nevertheless, more-general forms of information gerrymandering might be possible, even in these cases. For example, people are more likely to vote in elections that they believe to be close contests 6 . Network structures that skew perceptions of others' voting intentions in a way that influences voter turnout by a particular group could be construed as information gerrymandering. The same could be said of network structures that drive asymmetric patterns of social contagion. The implications of Stewart and colleagues' work are alarming. In the past, information was disseminated by a small number of official sources such as newspapers and television stations, or through real-world social networks that emerged largely from distributed processes involving individual interpersonal dynamics. This is no longer the case, because social-network websites deploy technologies that restructure social connections by design. These online social networks are highly dynamic systems that change as a result of numerous feedbacks between people and machines. Algorithms suggest connections; people respond; and the algorithms adapt to the responses. Together, these interactions and processes alter what information people see and how they view the world. In addition, micro-targeted political advertising offers a surreptitious and potent tool for informa tion gerry mandering. Alternatively, informa tion gerrymandering might arise without conscious intent, but simply as an unintended consequence of machine-learning algorithms that are trained to optimize user experience.
At present, online social networks are not subject to substantive regulations or transparency requirements. Previous communication technologies that have had the potential to interfere with the democratic process -such as radio and television -have been subjected to legislative oversight 7 . We suspect that the social-media ecosystem is overdue for similar treatment. ■ A n effective immune response to general signs of infection, regulated by the branch of the immune system called innate immunity, is essential for the removal of unwanted bacteria. Such a response should then end when the infection is overdampening and blocking any unwanted inflammatory response. The processes that determine whether inflammation is effective or dysfunctional are of considerable therapeutic interest, given the lack of available strategies to target harmful inflammation while preserving beneficial host defences. Efforts to understand how immune cells respond to inflammation have, in turn, focused attention on immune regulatory processes. These include processes involved in sensing the damage associated with infection 1 , as well as those needed to recognize other infectionrelated changes, such as alterations in nutrient 2 or oxygen levels 3, 4 . Solis et al. 5 reveal on page 69 that mechanical cues generated in the mouse lung are sensed by immune cells and are crucial regulators of an immune response.
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The immune system's myeloid cells -a group that includes macrophages and monocytes -are exposed to a range of physical forces, for example those encountered when leaving blood vessels to enter tissues 6 . Cycles of mechanical force occur in organs such as the lung, in which tissues are compressed during breathing 7 . These forces are themselves subject to change in disease states; for example, when tissue swells during an inflammatory response. Solis and colleagues report that macrophages and monocytes can respond to mechanical cues that are perceived through a mechanosensory ion channel called PIEZO1 that is located on their cell surface.
To understand whether the exposure of myeloid cells to mechanical forces could directly regulate immune-cell function, the authors generated mice that lacked PIEZO1 in myeloid cells. Using an in vitro system, the
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Immune-cell function under pressure
Immune cells called monocytes enter the lung during infection. Whether they help to launch a defence response is affected by the pressure encountered there, which is sensed by an ion channel called PIEZO1. See Article p.69 5 investigated how immune cells called monocytes respond to the cycles of pressure that occur during breathing. They focused on structures in the lung called alveoli, which are the 'air sacs' of this organ. The authors report that pressure activates a mechanosensory receptor protein called PIEZO1 on monocytes, triggering an influx of calcium ions (Ca 2+ ). This leads to the expression of the hormone endothelin 1 (ET1), which is secreted from the cell. When it binds to its receptor, this stimulates a signalling pathway that stabilizes the protein HIFα, which drives the expression of pro-inflammatory genes. One such gene encodes the protein CXCL2, which is secreted from the cell. CXCL2 attracts a type of immune cell called a neutrophil, which enters the lung from the bloodstream, whereupon it can target bacteria that are present.
